
Flexible facial ID for larger enterprises -
�me/a�endance and secure access.

Wi-Fi enabled.

2000 base face-user capacity (1:N), 
expandable to 4000.

Mul�-authen�ca�on - face/pin/card/photo.

Fast & accurate, recogni�on <1 sec, FAR <0.001%

Op�onal Ok To Wake.

3.5 inch TFT screen with a 1GHz processor
with performance between 0-20,000 LUX
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Facial ID for small to medium enterprises, for
�me/a�endance and access control.

Standalone access control possible.

1000 user capacity (1:N).

Mul�-authen�ca�on - face/pin/card/photo.

Fast & accurate, recogni�on <1 sec,
FAR <0.001%

Wiegand input and output, an�-passback.

Op�onal Ok To Wake.

2.8 inch TFT screen with a 1GHz processor
with performance between 0-8,000 LUX.
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Facial ID for medium to large enterprises -
�me/a�endance and secure access control.

1000 base user capacity, (1:N).

Mul�-authen�ca�on - face/pin/card/photo.

Fast & accurate, recogni�on <1 sec,
FAR <0.001%

Op�onal Ok To Wake.

3.5 inch TFT screen with a 1GHz processor
with performance between 0-10,000 LUX.
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Facial ID for small enterprises - �me/
a�endance and secure access control.

200 base face-user capacity,  500 base
fingerprint- user capacity.

Mul�-authen�ca�on - face/RFID/ fingerprint/
pin.

Fast & accurate, recogni�on <1 sec, FAR <
0.001%

Access port available to control one lock and 
xit bu�on.

2.8 inch color LCD with an op�onal 5V 1900
mAh UPS, standby upto 3 hours.
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Matching Speed: 1:3,000 match/sec
- Group Matching: 1:5,000 match/sec
- User Capacity: Max 30,000 users (1:1).

Opera�ng illuminance from 0lx to 25,000lx.

IR based Live Face Detec�on (LFD). Prevent
spoofing by printed images and LCDs.

Reads all card types including Mobile Card
(NFC and BLE).

Extended height range: 145cm – 210cm.
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Matching Speed: 1:3,000 match/sec
- Group Matching: 1:5,000 match/sec
- User Capacity: Max 30,000 users (1:1).

Opera�ng illuminance from 0lx to 25,000lx.

IR based Live Face Detec�on (LFD). Prevent
spoofing by printed images and LCDs.

Enhanced security from Android 5.0 Lollipop.

Reads all card types that HID mul�CLASS
supports (EM/HID Prox/MIFARE/iCLASS/
DESFire/FeliCa/NFC)

Extended height range: 145cm – 210cm.
Tilt bracket for children and wheelchair access.
Andoid 5.0 based intui�ve GUI.
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Facial ID for medium to large enterprises -
face/temperature based access control
terminal.

From 500 users capacity, (1:N).

Temperature measurement range 
upto 70 (C).

Fast & accurate, recogni�on at 300-2000ms.

Android 7.0 Nougat based OS with 7 inch
mul� touch capacita�ve display. Packed with
a 5000 mAh Li-Polymer ba�ery.

Made in India.
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MF 1800A

Facial ID for large enterprises -
a�endance/access control terminal
with temperature and mask detec�on.

22400 user capacity, (1:N).

Temperature measurement range 
between 30 - 45 (C).

Fast & accurate, recogni�on < 500ms.

IP 34 rated water and dust resistant.

Linux OS with 7 inch IPS HD display.

Automa�cally iden�fies unmasked 
personnel and gives a real-�me warning.
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